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Presentation Notes
The study presented was conducted on Auckland’s North Shore, for completion of my doctoral thesis through the School of Population Health, University of Auckland. I am toward the final stages of writing up the thesis.I acknowledge my supervisors Dr Ngaire Kerse, a geriatrician and Dr Liz Smythe, a midwife and phenomenologistI open with a poem written during the research process which speaks to the mystery of aging



Aging exists
in its everywhere-ness

Always moving towards 
its natural being
Yet it is unseen

below the horizon
of the gaze
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Aging existsin its everywherenessAlways moving towardsits natural beingYet it is unseenbelow the horizonof the gaze



In the everyday
aging just is
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In the everydayAging just is
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In this presentation I will overviewThe purpose of the studyThe theoretical frameworkThe Research MethodsAnd give a summary of the findings, in doing so I bring forward a story to illustrate each of the four themesThen I finish with a brief look at what the findings might mean for nursing practice.There will be 5 minutes at the end for questions and discussionFirstly, the study’s purpose…



The phenomenon of being aged
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To come closer to understanding the phenomenon of being agedWhy?:At first glance, the notion of aging is self-evident. Aging is everywhere, but it is this familiarity that stands in our way of uncovering its complexity as a phenomenon. Our familiarity acts to conceal that which we do not know. Thus ‘when we merely stare at something, our just-having-it-before-us lies before us as a failure to understand it any more’ (Heidegger, 1962, p. 190). This leaves open the possibility of coming to know aging in new ways.Hence my research question:



How do elders experience aging 
in their everyday lives?
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How do elders experience aging in their everyday lives?The images of hands shown through this presentation are photographs taken during the study itself.Now a brief introduction to the theoretical framework, or the philosophical underpinnings of the study



Theoretical Framework

Hermeneutic phenomenology
Guided by the philosophies of
Hans-Georg Gadamer and
Martin Heidegger
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The methodology is Hermeneutic phenomenology, guided by the philosophies of Hans-Georg Gadamer, a hermeneutist, and Martin Heidegger, a phenomenologistPhenomenology seeks to uncover meaning from lived experience, so the study is designed to gather elder’s stories about their everyday lives, through which I come to understand the phenomenon of being aged. I seek to see that which is otherwise hidden. Within Heideggerian Phenomenology, I accept that I cannot put aside my pre-understandings about the phenomenon, and I remain mindful of where these ideas come from and how they may be influencing my engagement in the research process.The interpretive nature of Gadamerian Hermeneutics means I bring my own lens to the process. It is like the merging of horizons: I come with my own understandings and as I listen to and think about the participant’s stories I come to new knowledge. My horizon is therefore constantly in motion.Next I outline the research methods used.



Research Methods

Potential participants identified from the North 
Shore electorate, New Zealand electoral roll

Maori aged 70+ & non-Maori aged 80+

Living in private residences

Purposive recruitment of 15
participants

Te Puna Hauora as a
research partner
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Potential participants were identified from the North Shore electorate of those registered with the New Zealand electoral office. The data were reported in one-year age bands. This region was chosen for the location of the study as it has an ethnically and socially diverse populationInclusion criteria were:Maori aged 70 and older and non-Maori aged 80 and older And living in private residencesThe reason for the difference in inclusion age recognises the disparity in average life expectancy of Maori and non-Maori.I then conducted purposive recruitment of 15 participantsTe Puna Hauora, Maori health and social service on Auckland’s North Shore, assisted in the recruitment of Maori, facilitated my introduction to the participants, and reviewed my interpretations of Maori contentThe participants were:



4 elder Maori
Two women: 77 & 93 years
Two men: 71 & 74 years

11 non-Maori
Six women: 80, 89, 90, 91, 93 & 95 years
Five men: 89, 91, 97, 97 & 97 years
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4 elder MaoriTwo women: 77 & 93 yearsTwo men: 71 & 74 years11 non-MaoriSix women: 80, 89, 90, 91, 93 & 95 yearsFive men: 89, 91 & 3 x 97 year oldsNext I overview the methods used in gathering the research text:



Gathering the Text
Individual research conversations were 

conducted with participants to open up:
Stories about everyday experiences, 
describing events; the here-and-now stories
Understandings of being aged

Photographs of only the
hands doing a precious
occupation

Gathering & interpreting
the text were integral
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Individual research conversations were conducted with participants to open up:Stories about everyday experiences, describing events; the here-and-now stories, as well as their Understandings of being agedAll were interviewed in their own homesPhotographs of only the hands doing a precious occupation were included as visual textThe research conversations were conducted within an integral cycle of gathering and interpreting the text itselfThe next slide overviews how I worked with the text for each participant.



Working with the text

Conversations were taped & transcribed
Each transcript was recrafted into a set of 
anecdotes then affirmed by the participant
Hermeneutic interpretation of anecdotes 
through dialectical conversation
Poeticised the essence
Phenomenological
reflection to uncover
the being of being aged
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The research conversations were audio-taped & transcribedEach transcript was recrafted into a set of anecdotes which was then affirmed by the participant. Care was taken to preserve the meaning of the text while creating coherent stories of the everyday.I then engaged in Hermeneutic interpretation of anecdotes through a type of dialectical conversation (Socrates & Plato)After analysing each participant’s anecdotes I attempted to capture the essence through poetryOnce all participants’ anecdotes were interpreted, I engaged in Phenomenological reflection across the whole text to reveal something of the being of being agedFrom this interpretive process, four main themes were uncovered:



Being on the way…

Being in the everyday
Experiencing the uncomfortableness of 
the unaccustomed
Being with others
Aging just is

Engaging in Phenomenological 
Interpretation
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Engaging in phenomenological reflectionBeing in the everydayExperiencing the uncomfortableness of the unaccustomedBeing with others, andAging just isSo now, a look at each of these thematic notions.



Being in the everyday
(Matelot, 74)
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Being in the everyday: one central notion was about having a purpose in the everyday(others were: having a routine, having something to do, and having the past in the present)Listen to Matelot’s story. He said: “A good day is when I have got something to do or somebody rings me up to do something. Because I am a kaumatua, I go and do those things. It is landed on my shoulders. For example, on Thursday I went with some ladies to Te Awamutu for a powhiri. It was for their project teaching the young children how to talk English. I hadn’t thought about what I was going to say, I waited until I got there and then I got up and said what I had to say.I was looking forward to it but I was disappointed when I got there. They were so casual with the powhiri. It belittles what the Maori used to do. When he was doing his karakia for instance he was scratching his nose and bending down and picking stuff off the floor at the same time, and I thought God Almighty. It made me angry but at the same time I could see that he was only stuck there to see the job out. And he was only a young joker, so if I had have growled at him it wouldn’t have made any difference anyway. But I was angry with the wananga for handing him that. They didn’t have the right people there.But if I couldn’t go as kaumatua, well I suppose that is not the day I am looking forward to actually. No. I would just sit at home I suppose and think about what is going to happen and that is about all.Having a purpose in the everyday gives a reason to get up and to keep going.



Being with others
(Tom, 91)
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Being with others was about how elders are with others differently as they age: Tom’s story illustrates a being with as carer, as his wife’s dementia has progressed(others were: being with as a belonging, being with as elder, being with as a being alone, being with as remembering, and being left behind)When I asked him to tell me about yesterday Tom said: “Yesterday. Wednesday. Well, I got up at about 8 o’clock and I organised Rosie’s medication. She has about 12 pills for different things. What I do is I get three spoonfuls of yoghurt and I put about three or four pills in each and cover them with more yoghurt. Then I give them to Rosie. She takes them no trouble. I used to try and make her swallow them with a drink of water or tea but that didn’t work. It was too frustrating so I have worked it out that I camouflage them and she just swallows it.So I gave her her medication first then I came out to the kitchen and made the cup of tea and toast, one piece of toast each, that’s all we want. I have always just had a light breakfast. I took Rosie’s to her in the bed and I came back out and stood at the kitchen bench to have mine, which is what I usually do. It never used to be like that, she was always up first.Then the shower lady came yesterday; she comes on a Monday, Wednesday, and a Friday to shower Rosie. So I put the towels out and I got Rosie’s clothes out. We have got a heated towel rail and I wrapped the towel around it, then her singlet and then her knickers so they are nice and warm. And I heated the bathroom up. The shower lady came and did that and dressed Rosie and then she was away. While she is doing that I am just waiting in the wings. Then I had my shower.Oh it is good to have the help. Sometimes she can’t wipe herself down and I can tell she is embarrassed. Last time the son came he said oh mum’s had an accident and I said don’t worry I will fix it. He panicked and I said don’t worry and he stood there watching. He said crikey, I didn’t think you would ever have to do that. But that’s just the way it is [Tom, 91].



Experiencing the uncomfortableness
of the unaccustomed
(Ella, 93)
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Experiencing the uncomfortableness of the unaccustomed:(others were: Being on show, being alarmed, being forgetful, being tired, being weaker)Ella said: “I didn’t get old until last May. But actually what I meant by that; about 40 years ago I fell, I had a very bad fall running along the street. I had an appointment and the buses were a bit late and I was held up, so I was rushing like mad to get to the appointment and oh it was a bad fall. I didn’t notice anything then but gradually my hip went and in May I had a hip replacement and that is when I felt old. I have felt old since then.Well you see, I couldn’t do anything, I couldn’t cook any dinner when I first came out of hospital. I would get out of bed and try to peel the potatoes or something and nothing would work. All of a sudden I was an old lady.I was in hospital five days and when I came home I thought I would never ever do anything ever again. I felt giddy, but then that was from the operation. I was only on the waiting list for a few months because I was so healthy. I never took any medication for years and years, never; I didn’t take even an aspro. So when it came time to have the operation, instead of being on the list for years, I got in ahead of 60 year old people.But instead of a two hour operation, I had a four hour operation and all that stuff they give you to put you to sleep, the anaesthetic, has to come out, even now. So that is colossal isn’t it, and I was out in five days.The doctor wants to see me at the end of 12 months because he thinks I will be alright by then. I am in too much of a hurry I think. But I don’t like this just sitting. Before I had the operation, although I had a stick and dreadful pain, shocking pain, I could still do more” [Ella, 93].Ella’s story illustrates how aging can suddenly announce itself. It is a feeling of not being at home in the midst of the familiar everyday.



Aging Just Is
(Merrill, 89)
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Aging just is( others were: a Letting aging be, a Taking account of aging)I share Merrill’s story with you to illustrate her being aged, not old. She was toward the end of a year long series of interventions for her cancer. She said:“Oh, no it doesn’t seem like 89 because I keep doing things and people don’t think I should be that age. When I was having the third operation the nurse said to me one day, what do you do all day? And I said well my mother lived to a hundred and five and I might live as long as her so perhaps I should keep doing things, and so I still mow my lawns. And she said to me oh people over 80 don’t do that sort of thing, they are all on medication. So I said well I don’t have any medication. So she couldn’t believe that really.I think that aging is what people make it. I have got half an acre here and I do all the garden. So long as it is fine I still go out most days for a while, doing something. I was out in the garden a couple of days ago. I had a look to see if I had any tomatoes left. I have got grapefruit at the moment and mandarins and things like that. I went around with my basket bringing in whatever I could collect, silverbeet and so forth. Yes, I am just used to doing things. I don’t think it has stopped me doing anything. But the age is getting a bit more into my back; more now I am getting older” [Merrill, 89].So although Merrill acknowledges her aging, getting older is not the same as being old.And in moving towards the close of this presentation, I offer another poem. It came following the interpretation of Ferguson’s anecdotes. He was 97 and stories of his past were constantly interwoven with stories of his everyday now.



He is
the boy riding horse
the young man driving
the father providing a home
the craftsman laying bricks
the grandfather gardening
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He isthe boy riding horsethe young man drivingthe father providing a homethe craftsman laying bricksthe grandfather gardening



He is
the aged man sitting
working hard to dress
looking out the window
waiting for time to pass
feeling himself fade away

He is
all of these

His past, present and future come 
together in his everyday
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He isthe aged man sittingworking hard to dresslooking out the windowwaiting for time to passfeeling himself fade awayHe isall of theseHis past, present and future come together in his everyday 



Meanings in Practice

Find ways to open up understandings of 
aging rather than simply bring assumptions to 
the fore
Being aged is qualitatively different than 
being old, so avoid the language of ‘oldness’
Aging just is, it is just there, but some of the 
‘is’ will always be veiled in darkness
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So what might these findings mean in practice?I suggest finding ways to open up understandings of aging rather than simply bringing one’s own assumptions to the foreBeing aged is qualitatively different than being old, so avoid the language of ‘oldness’, unless it is offered by the person themselves; andAging just is, it is just there, but no matter how much we come to understand, some of the ‘is’ will always be veiled in darkness. We can never totally uncover the mystery of the phenomenon of being aged.Thankyou.



Questions and Discussion
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Questions and discussion
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